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Resumen 
En las últimas décadas, algunas películas más antiguas se han reconstituido en lo que 
era, o debería haber sido, su forma original. Este ensayo analiza cuatro restauraciones de 
este tipo, estadounidenses, realizadas durante un período de diez años (1993-2002): Un 
tranvía llamado deseo de Elia Kazan, Touch of Evil de Orson Welles, Natural Born 
Killers de Oliver Stone y The Hired Hand de Peter Fonda. 
 
Palabras clave: restauración y conservación de películas, cine americano, Un 
tranvía llamado deseo, Sed del mal, Asesinos natos, Hombres sin frontera; Elia Kazan; 
Orson Welles, Oliver Stone, Peter Fonda. 
 
 
 America, America 
 
In recent decades, some older films have been reconstituted in what was, or 
ought to have been, their original form. I’d like now to discuss four such restorations—
American ones—made over a ten-year period (1993-2002). With the exception of the 
last entry here, all these films, and their directors, are well noted—the very kind of 
work, or artist, that attracts the money needed for preservation. I always worry about the 
future of any perishable art, especially cinema, but I worry more about film’s lesser 
known but otherwise worthy items. Aesthetically neglected and financially unmoored, 
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A Streetcar Named Desire 
 
In 1993, Warner Brothers re-released A Streetcar Named Desire, restoring some 
footage that had been omitted in 1951 because of pressure from the censors. I hadn’t 
seen it on videotape or otherwise since the original film’s release, so I hastened. I think 
I spotted the new footage, but much more to the point, I had—thanks yet again to 
Thomas A. Edison and his fellow inventors—an adventure in time, a chance to bring a 
piece of 1951 to the 1990s. Streetcar looked better, the same, and a bit worse. The same 
holds true today, in the DVD version I watched prior to writing this review.  
Tremendous, prime, even better than I remembered, is Marlon Brando’s 
performance as Stanley Kowalski. The role is altered slightly from the original play; 
still, this is his performance. I was too young to have seen it in the theatre, in 1947, but, 
after the film first appeared in 1951, I rushed—as soon as I was old enough—to make 
sure that Brando’s work (about which, even as a boy, I had heard so much) was there. It 
was; it is. This wasn’t Brando’s first screen appearance; he had been in The Men (1950) 
as a disabled war veteran but hadn’t had sufficient chance to show his powers. It was 
Streetcar that stamped Brando on the world’s mind indelibly.  
The screenplay, by Tennessee Williams himself, gives Brando a different 
“entrance” from the play. The play begins with Stanley coming in and tossing a package 
of meat to his wife. By the time the movie was made, Brando had become Brando, and 
his entrance was delayed. The film opens with Blanche arriving in New Orleans, then 
finding her sister, Stella, with her husband, Stanley, in a bowling alley near their 
apartment. Blanche and Stella greet each other while Stanley roughhouses with some 
men in the distance. We are thus teased for a moment before the bomb explodes. 
Sculptural yet lithe, Brando irrupts into the film like history taking its revenge.  
His voice itself is part of that revenge: instead of the round, resonant voice we 
expect in good actors, this man’s voice corkscrews in, incises sideways, then turns into 
full-bladed flashes of steel. It’s a new voice for a new kind of acting. American films, 
global films, had had plenty of working-class heroes; but here is a man (like Jean Gabin 
in France) who brings anger with him, anger and his genitals. He is furious at the world 
that has subordinated him. He arrives to change things and to establish a line of 
change—the hot-tempered, “gaudy seed-bearer” (Williams’ phrase [25]) whose life can 
be defined as what he does when he isn’t having sex. A basic image of the play is of a 
wave of latter-day immigration (in this case Polish, though the original Stanley, in one 
of Williams’ drafts, was Italian) rolling right over domestic, Anglo-French gentility; 
here is that raw new power, through Brando, rolling tidally.  
Vivien Leigh’s performance as Blanche Dubois doesn’t have equal conviction. 
Leigh had played the role previously on the London stage, directed by her husband, 
Laurence Olivier, and she brings to the screen a real knowledge of Blanche and of the 
means to realise the part. But—perhaps because she played Blanche first for a director 
quite different from the director of the film, Elia Kazan—she never seems absolutely at 
ease. She is always working at the part, with great skill and of course with affecting 
beauty, but she is never tragic: she is always reaching for the pathetic. What’s missing is 
the blank, frenzied evisceration, the cloak of true-false poetry that (as I have been told 
by many who were present) Jessica Tandy had in the original New York production. 
When Leigh leaves at the end, it’s a pathetically deranged woman being taken to a 
hospital. With Tandy, it was the netting of a butterfly-tarantula, a victim who assisted in 
her own victimisation.  
Kim Hunter, who played Stella in the Broadway cast, is Stella again on film. 
Never a compelling actress, Hunter responds keenly to Kazan here, particularly—I think 
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this is restored footage—when she descends to Stanley in the courtyard below. They 
have fought; she has fled to friends upstairs. Now, part infant and part stud, he bawls for 
her in the courtyard below; and Hunter, her breasts and loins warm, comes down the 
stairs to meet him. The other secondary role is played by Karl Malden: he is Mitch, 
Blanche’s reticent suitor, as he was on Broadway. Often through his career Malden has 
seemed to use his homeliness in the way some actors use their good looks; but here he 
doesn’t make an issue of it: he just plays directly.  
Kazan, who did that first theatre production of Streetcar and had done six 
pictures before this one, is a part of theatre-film history in two senses: he made his mark 
with a signature style, and that style now has a slight whiff of mothballs. The Actors’ 
Studio approach—the version of Stanislavsky called The Method—seems so 
consciously honest, so determinedly anti-traditional, that from the perspective of 1993, 
let alone 2019, it becomes just another tradition. In film directing, that style can 
transmute into heaviness.  
All through the first sequences in the Kowalski apartment, for example, the 
lighting is almost a parody of 1920s German expressionism, with street signs flickering 
on the faces of people within. Throughout, in that small apartment, Kazan concentrates 
on actors’ movement, rather than on camera movement. Possibly he believes this to be 
more “honest”, or possibly he wants to re-create theatre on film. But often the movie 
looks as if it’s being performed in a submarine. And the director uses off-screen, 
symbolic sounds blatantly (a blatancy that works in the theatre), especially those of the 
Mexican vendor selling “flores para los muertos”. 
The most upsetting element in the film, however, is the screenplay. Streetcar, as 
time has shown, is a masterwork, one of the few great plays written on this side of the 
Atlantic; and the author of that masterwork, under censorship pressure, was willing to 
tamper with it significantly to get it produced. This isn’t without precedent. (Henrik 
Ibsen gave A Doll House 1879 a happy ending for a German theatrical production; 
Eugene O’Neill altered Desire Under the Elms 1924 in the hope of a Hollywood sale.) 
Still, precedent doesn’t really help. The result is that a few scenes are so condensed that 
they almost sound like synopses, but those aren’t the worst matters. Williams made two 
huge, injurious changes to the script. First, Blanche’s long speech to Mitch—in which 
she reveals how she discovered her husband’s homosexuality and caused his suicide—is 
made nonsense. Blanche says that she discovered that her husband was “weak”. Not 
only is the sanitised speech silly, it destroys the complex of sexual relations that leads 
from the suicide to her promiscuities and on to Stanley, a figure exactly the opposite of 
her husband.  
Second, the ending is changed. Stella punishes Stanley for his rape of Blanche 
by leaving him. In the play Stella tells a friend that, if she believed Blanche’s account of 
the rape, she couldn’t go on living with Stanley. Clearly, for her own reasons, Stella has 
convinced herself that Blanche’s story is the fantasy of an unbalanced woman. In the 
film Stella apparently believes Blanche (to underline her story, Kazan has given us a 
shot of Stanley advancing on Blanche melodramatically), even though there’s a quick 
line later to disavow that the rape ever took place. The picture finishes with Stella’s 
noble, head-high departure. This is not merely a sop to simplistic morality: it 
contravenes the torrential flow of the work itself. The play ends with Stella outside, 
sobbing after Blanche is taken away, and with Stanley going to her and embracing her. 
“He kneels beside her”, says the stage direction, “and his fingers find the opening of her 
blouse”. The play ends in its glandular habitat, that is. The film ends as a tract.  
Its re-release—in greatly shifted times that have only shifted more in subsequent 
decades—raises a question: ought A Streetcar Named Desire to be remade more 
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faithfully for the cinema? (The play was redone for television in 1984 and then in 1995, 
but TV doesn’t count; and neither did Treat Williams and Ann-Margret, nor Alec 
Baldwin and Jessica Lange, count in the featured roles, though Lange was better than 
her co-star and an improvement over Ann-Margret.) Eventually, a remake for the 
cinema will occur, I suppose, and it may be done well. But I can wait. Maimed though 
Williams’ art is in the 1951 version, Brando’s is monumental. That’s enough.  
 
 
Touch of Evil  
In 1941 Orson Welles was the co-author, director, and star of Citizen Kane, 
which some people (including myself) think the best serious film ever made in the 
United States. (If D. W. Griffith “invented” film direction, Welles’s took it, in Kane—in 
one leap—to a point past which, nearly eighty years later, no American has yet 
proceeded.) In 1958 he was the screenwriter, director, and star of Touch of Evil. In 1998 
this thriller was added to the list of film restorations; in charge of the project were Rick 
Schmidlin and the redoubtable editor Walter Murch. They unearthed a mass of 
production notes and reports, footage from the original negative, and a fifty-eight-page 
memo that Welles had sent to the studio after he saw the producer’s cut of the film—a 
memo that the studio disregarded. So, for over twenty years now, the picture has been 
available in a form as close as possible to what Welles intended. 
On this matter of intent, consider an interesting document that, back in 1998, I 
hadn’t yet seen in any book about Welles. When Touch of Evil was released in Britain, 
it was reviewed in the New Statesman by William Whitebait. Welles wrote to the 
magazine about that review, and the May 24, 1958 issue contains his long letter. Here 
are some excerpts:  
 
Sir,— Without being so foolish as to set my name to that odious thing, a 
“reply to the critic”, perhaps I may add a few oddments of information to Mr 
Whitebait’s brief reference to my picture Touch of Evil (what a silly title, by the 
way: it’s the first time I’ve heard it). [666] 
Welles goes on to speak of:  
 
the wholesale re-editing of the film by the executive producer, a process of 
re-hashing in which I was forbidden to participate. Confusion was further 
confounded by several added scenes that I did not write and was not invited to 
direct. No wonder Mr Whitebait speaks of muddle. . . . Just once my own editing 
of the picture has been the version put into release [Citizen Kane, surely]; and . . 
. I have only twice been given any choice at all as to the “level” of my subject 
matter. In my trunks stuffed with unproduced film scripts, there are no thrillers. 
When I make this sort of picture—for which I can pretend to have no special 
interest or aptitude—it is not “for the money” (I support myself as an actor) but 
because of a greedy need to exercise in some way the function of my choice: the 
function of director. Quite baldly . . . I have to take whatever comes along from 
time to time, or accept the alternative, which is not working at all. [666] 
 
This letter, though it seems disarmingly candid, is itself a curiosity. Welles 
complains about the film’s title, but he himself adapted the screenplay from a 1956 
mystery novel by Whit Masterson called Badge of Evil; if Welles didn’t actually suggest 
the new title, it still couldn’t have seemed so vastly different from the original. 
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Compelled by circumstances to direct thrillers for which he claimed no special aptitude, 
he nonetheless did three others: The Stranger (1946), The Lady from Shanghai (1947), 
and Confidential Report (a.k.a. Mr Arkadin, 1955). Then there’s Welles’s general 
discontent with Touch of Evil as released; but at about this time he told a group at 
Oxford that it was one of the pictures that had come closest to his original plans. These 
contradictions would just be part of the recurrent writhings of ego-and-commerce at 
release time except that we’re dealing here with a genius, and that the film itself 
mirrors, in some degree, at some angles, the contradictions between this letter and the 
facts.  
The question as to why a man of Welles directorial stature devoted himself, in 
Touch of Evil, to such inferior material does not stand alone. The reverse of that 
question is: why did he make a hash of such films as Macbeth (1948) and Othello 
(1952). The former seemed a piece of mere caprice, like a naughty boy doodling on a 
mural; the latter had some beautiful shots of Cyprus and a fascinating performance of 
Iago by that all-round theatrical wizard, Micheál MacLiammóir of Dublin, but Welles 
cut away from all his own big moments like a thoroughbred jumper electing to walk 
around the barrier.  
Soon the question resolves into: why didn’t Welles have one of the greatest 
directorial careers in film history? The answer may lie more with a psychoanalyst than a 
critic, but one can hazard a sympathetic guess. His innate gifts brought him so much 
success so early that he lacked the discipline of failure. Not every effort of his first years 
was successful, but very early acclaim shaped his ego in such a way that he could 
attribute any failure to a deficiency in the material, to blindness in the public, to 
anything but himself. Thus he never developed a sense of responsibility to the audience: 
not to the mass audience but to the most demanding audience he could envision. 
Without that sense, no matter how talented, one always remains something of an 
amateur—as Welles did. 
Well, forty years after the fact, this divine amateur had much restored to his 
Touch of Evil; the film now runs 111 minutes as against the 95-minute version that was 
usually shown. Without detailed comparison of the two versions, it’s possible to say 
only that the longer version sustains its texture more consistently than (as I remember) 
the earlier one. But, grateful though we must all be to the Schmidlin-Murch team, the 
picture itself is—still is—a disappointment. It’s a flurry of pressure-cooker baroque, an 
extreme example of the exhibitionistic hijinks in which Welles could sometimes 
indulge, apparently intensified here because he wasn’t doing what he really wanted to 
be doing. (Don Quixote begun in 1957 but unfinished in Welles’s lifetime was much 
on his mind at the time.) So he showed the commercial people how he could force a 
piece from their own world to respond to an artist. Or so he seems to have thought.  
Welles’s screenplay is braided, as thrillers often are, with serious themes, not 
seriously utilised but flaunted to imply weight—in this case ethnic conflict, civic 
probity, personal ethics, and professional loyalty. The setting is the Mexican-American 
border (at Tijuana, perhaps?), and the two main characters are a sprightly young 
Mexican narcotics detective (Charlton Heston, with black hair) and a porcine, sly, local 
American police chief (Welles). The film opens with a murder-by-bomb—a justly 
famous three-minute tracking shot in which a bomb is planted in the trunk of an 
American mogul’s car, which is then driven a short distance across the border before the 
explosion. (It’s the one truly thrilling sequence in this thriller, made even more effective 
now because the Schmidlin-Murch team removed the credits from this sequence and put 
them elsewhere.) The search for the perpetrators of the bombing is the meat of Touch of 
Evil’s plot.  
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This first sequence alone proclaims Welles’s quality. There is a close-up of the 
dial on a time-bomb in a man’s hands, then we look over it down a long shadowy 
arcade towards a laughing man and woman who approach; the camera pulls back and 
high up as the assassin races along a dark side street to plant the bomb in the car; the 
laughing couple drive off, and we follow them through the crowded Mexican streets 
while the music ticks away on the soundtrack. There are point and sweep, precision and 
thrust for you, all in a sequence of three minutes. The story is not only begun startlingly 
(not a difficult trick in itself) but in such a way that you know the director has the 
instincts of a painter, a musician, a dramatist, and of Dickens’ Fat Boy (who, in The 
Pickwick Papers [1836], loved to make people’s flesh creep). 
Much of the subsequent action takes place in a relatively deserted motel on the 
American side. Janet Leigh is Heston’s just-married American bride who, quite 
incredibly, gets herself into taut situations simply because the plot demands it. Hubby 
stashes her in that motel while he is busy; she is harassed there by his enemies. As 
Welles investigates the murder, he crosses paths with Heston, who, as a narcotics 
detective, is being pursued by the head of a dope ring. Heston accidentally discovers 
that Welles has planted evidence in the apartment of a suspect in the bombing. Welles 
and the dope chief then conspire in a plot against Heston, which leads Welles to murder 
his accomplice and ends in his own death at the hands of a betrayed, adoring lieutenant.  
Leigh, in Touch of Evil as always, is only an archetypal puppet, not a movie star. 
Heston’s attempts to be a dashing young man were painful even when he was young. As 
the head of the Mexican dope ring, Akim Tamiroff does a rerun of his sleazeball. 
Dennis Weaver plays the motel manager, the kind of neurotic never seen anywhere 
except in thrillers looking for lurid characters. Joseph Calleia, as Welles’s sidekick, 
carries his part like the load of lumber it is. And Marlene Dietrich, Delphic in a dark 
wig, has a few scenes as a world-weary Mexican tart. Dietrich is not expected to be 
credible in the part, just to appear in it. She does. She and all the other characters are 
burdened with the portentous, hollow dialogue familiar in thrillers—dialogue that gets 
quoted in articles about them, usually in italics. For instance, after Welles is killed (his 
body lies, of course, amid garbage), Dietrich is asked what he was like, and she replies, 
in much-quoted lines: “He was some kind of a man. What does it matter what you say 
about people?” For tinny wisdom, this is hard to beat.  
Graham Greene, when he was a film critic, said that he disliked Hitchcock 
because “his films consist of a series of small, ‘amusing’ melodramatic situations. . . . 
Very perfunctorily he builds up to these tricky situations . . . and then drops them; they 
mean nothing; they lead to nothing” (75). In terms of structure and resolution, this 
seems to me to apply to Touch of Evil as much as to Hitchcock. Further, Welles shoots 
almost everything from a strained, bizarre angle. The lighting, by Russell Metty, is 
exaggeratedly noir. And the film moves with a kind of rush, rather than rhythm. All of 
these points seem to me to underscore the contradictions between Welles’s New 
Statesman letter and the facts of the matter. 
The general effect is as if someone had suddenly pushed you flat against a wall, 
pinned you there, and told you a murder story. Afterwards you reflect that the story 
wasn’t really much; still, you couldn’t budge while it was being told. Welles’s mastery 
of hurtling movement and of shooting in depth, as well as his unerring sense of the 
dramatically ugly—all take the eye from point to point as if a hand were on your neck 
forcing you to look there, then there. But the crowning paradox of Touch of Evil is 
Welles’s own performance. He is excellent. In the midst of all the whirling 
pretentiousness, he is genuine. He creates a parochial god, sure of his parish and his 
parishioners, cunning, vicious, and . . . sad. It’s almost like a secret diabolical joke: 
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while everyone else (except Dietrich) is scratching furiously away, Welles is having a 
quiet triumph.  
Not his film, however, at least not in 1958. Furtively released, it was given its 
New York premiere as half of a double bill at a Brooklyn theatre. (Quick “liquidation” 
of a film is frequent to reduce advertising and promotion overhead, and that might—just 
possibly—explain New York’s behaviour six decades ago.) Inexplicably, the London 
critics were not even invited to review the picture (though the Sunday Times critic, 
unlike the one at the New Statesman, sought it out and praised it). Yet just think: if the 
original version of Touch of Evil had come from France directed by, say, Henri-Georges 
Clouzot, it would have been playing at all the urban American art-houses, and phrases 
like “structural plasticity” and “delicate diabolism” would have filled the commentarial 
air. Hypocrisy, thy name is film criticism. 
 
                 
 
Natural Born Killers 
 
The massacre at Columbine High School on April 20, 1999, brought a flood of 
agonised responses. The whole country was sickened—yet again—by teenaged 
mayhem, which didn’t end with Columbine High, as we well know. Causes for these 
horrors (the domestic, non-political ones) are still being sought, and high among the 
suspected causes is the abhorrent film and TV violence now gorged on by teenagers. It 
is certainly hard to believe that so much slavering murder on large and small screens is 
not affecting adolescent fantasies.  
But I had been worried by the broom-sweep in some of the comment. Most 
particularly, I was concerned, back in May of 1999, by Gregg Easterbrook’s article in 
the New Republic, in which he attacked the disgusting pharisaic greed of those who 
exploit the juvenile appetite for blood. I was struck by the fact that, more pointedly than 
some others had done, Easterbrook included Natural Born Killers as an example of 
exploitative violence. At the same time, I couldn’t help feeling tangentially involved, 
because I had praised Oliver Stone’s film when it appeared in the fall of 1994 and had 
admired it even more when I saw it again later that year. So I felt obliged to eventually 
look at the picture again in the light of the Columbine events and Easterbrook’s 
comment. This was easy to do, for in the summer of 1999, a tape of Natural Born 
Killers became available in the director’s version, with the restoration of about 150 
small cuts—an addition of only about six minutes—that had been made to secure an R 
rating.  
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I can report that my admiration for this film was undiminished, has in fact grown 
over the years. Natural Born Killers is a paradigm, furious yet sardonic, of some of the 
ills and the imbalances in American life, the festerings of injured ego, that exploded at 
Columbine High. (For me, there were fifteen victims at Columbine, not thirteen as 
usually cited. Why omit the two killers who then killed themselves? In any humane 
conspectus of crumpled teenaged lives, they were victims, too.) It seems to me 
important to distinguish between Stone and the cheapjacks at the lower end of his 
profession. I’m not arguing that Stone’s work ought to be available to children under 
seventeen, although I don’t see how younger teenagers who are barred from certain 
movies can be shielded from the violence on television, on the Internet, and in 
newspapers—for instance, the news from Columbine itself. I’m speaking here only of 
the effect of this film on adults. My interest is to see that it is not classed with 
exploitation flicks merely because it has at least as many murders as the worst of them. 
(Fifty-two in the three weeks of the killers’ career in Stone’s picture, and that’s before 
the final prison explosion.)  
The subject, or at least the foreground subject, is coarse film-world fodder: 
maniacal violence. The structure is still another variation on the Bonnie-and-Clyde 
form. Somewhere in the Southwest, young Mickey and Mallory encounter each other 
when he comes to her family’s home to deliver meat. (Remember Stanley Kowalski’s 
first entrance in Tennessee Williams’ play A Streetcar Named Desire 1947?) 
Mallory’s home life, with a lascivious father and a non-protective mother, makes her 
hungry for break-out and adventure. Mickey’s home life, as we learn later, has primed 
him for the same outburst. We first see a lonely stretch of desert road, then a wolf 
against the sky, then a close-up of a hissing snake. Subsequently we are in a roadside 
diner where Mickey and Mallory, the title pair, are having coffee. While Mickey orders 
pie, Mallory goes to the jukebox, puts on a record, takes off her coat, and begins to 
dance in her slinky slacks. Three men arrive at the diner. Two of them come in while 
the third works on their car outside. The youngest newcomer gravitates to the gyrating, 
busty Mallory, dances alongside her, and soon makes moves on her. She attacks him 
fiercely. A brawl swiftly erupts in which the two newcomers, plus the waitress, plus the 
cook, are killed by Mickey and Mallory. The man outside tries to flee, but Mickey 
throws a knife through an open window and fells him.  
Those are the basic data of the film’s opening ten to twelve minutes, probably to 
be found in the original story by Quentin Tarantino, also the author-director of 
Reservoir Dogs (1992) and Pulp Fiction (1994). But they are only the scaffolding for 
the screenplay by Stone, David Veloz, and Richard Rutowski, which in turn couldn’t 
have been much more than a scaffold for Stone’s directing and editing. We do not know 
at the start of the diner sequence that Mickey and Mallory are already well launched on 
their calm, giggly, savage murderings, but the atmosphere in the diner, set by lighting 
and camera angles, is ominous. As the sequence begins, a spate of images pours through 
the diner’s TV, including a glimpse of Nixon saying “as I leave the Presidency”. The 
camera, almost always tilted to one side or another, keeps moving in and out on the 
characters, and the images keep changing (with a bit of The Wild Bunch 1969, Sam 
Peckinpah, inevitably), from colour to black-and-white and back, and back again, 
suggesting that Mickey and Mallory are aware of themselves as figures in a film and 
keep thinking of ways to imitate movie action better. Bits from that opening desert road 
are intercut. Throughout the callous killing, Mickey is comically sage, like a judge 
dispensing justice instead of sudden death. The knife he throws after the fleeing man 
circles in comic, slow-motion flight. Mallory is sensuously enjoying herself. When the 
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scene is concluded—to their satisfaction—they embrace; the lighting melts into a rosy 
glow, and they dance slowly to “La vie en rose”.  
Thus this opening diner scene fixes the texture that Stone uses in the whole 
picture, a texture that could be called “collage in forward motion”. (The music itself is a 
kind of collage.) This unique, intricate, contrapuntal dynamics eventually incorporates 
comic strips and politics, nature and the unnatural; it is both savagely satiric and 
chillingly flip, is the aesthetic and moral base of Natural Born Killers. (If we can 
imagine surrealism blended with expressionism, as if Un Chien andalou 1929, Luis 
Buñuel were folded into The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari 1920, Robert Wiene and then 
boiled, we get near to Stone’s intensity in his use of collage techniques.) Then come the 
opening credits, under which we get glimpses of the violence ahead. Next there is a 
scene under the desert stars, with Mickey and Mallory outside their parked roadster. As 
she talks, we faintly see angels float down above her, angels whose (ironic) presence 
underscores her lack of guilt about the just-concluded diner bloodbath. Mickey tells her 
how much he loves her, and as she squats to pee, she says she has loved him ever since 
they met. Then, slam!, comes the title of a television show, “I Love Mallory”, 
technically a flashback, in which the first meeting of Mickey and Mallory is presented 
as an episode of a sitcom, with a canned laugh track. In the course of this episode, the 
pair decide to hook up. They barbarously murder her parents (drowning her father in a 
goldfish tank and incinerating her mother in her bed), and set off in her father’s 
roadster—and all within the sitcom framework. 
However, a teenager might view these opening minutes, hardly any adult would 
think them scenes from a run-of-the-horror-mill flick. The mature viewer may dislike 
this material but can scarcely ignore that Stone is much less concerned with violence as 
such than with using it to thematic purpose. Very early on he makes clear that he is not 
only going to tell us his story, he is also going to lampoon the telling of that story by the 
media, as the murders and other atrocities committed by this pair cram the maw of the 
media and titillate the lives of the fascinated public. Indeed, Stone saturates his film 
with our society’s media saturation, as layer after layer of media degradation is piled 
upon us. Throughout, Stone thus seems to view what is happening as a new take on 
André Bazin’s definition of an image: “everything that the representation on the screen 
adds to the object there represented” (24). Stone’s film creates a symbiosis between the 
screen’s usual reality and the Bazinian image of it: what the TV screen adds to reality. 
Instances abound: for instance, the flashback to the suicide of Mickey’s father—
deliberately committed in front of the son when he was a small child—is handled like a 
documentary. 
When Mickey is ultimately captured a year later, a female Japanese television 
reporter describes the scene to the camera—her comments are subtitled—as if to assure 
the world that, since it’s on television, it’s true. The Walpurgisnacht prison riot at the 
end (which rages over a background of Mussorgsky’s orchestral composition Night on 
Bald Mountain 1867) is caused by a live television show, titled “American Maniacs”, 
in the prison itself. It is Mickey’s behaviour on camera, during an interview, ignites his 
fellow prisoners to riot. He seizes the chance to grab a shotgun, kill guards, and escape. 
He also seizes the chance to break Mallory out of her cell; she grabs guns and joins him. 
Through the storming riot, accompanied by the TV host who is trying to keep the event 
on the air, these two make their way out together and flee. If we feel at first that this 
second part of the film may be overextended, we soon see that it was necessary to show 
how their lives and television really connect—TV causes a riot—and I use “really” here 
just as porously as possible. So much so that, before Mickey and Mallory kill the TV 
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host, they inform him that they are leaving a witness to tell his—and their—story: his 
running television camera.  
The 1999 tape of the “restored” version of Natural Born Killers—since released 
on DVD—is packaged with a second tape, consisting of outtakes, an alternate ending, 
and statements by Stone and others. Among his remarks, Stone says that in a film about 
two people who break rules, the filmmaker had to break a few rules, too. Several people 
in the cast, including the two principals, report that performing in this picture had little 
to do with conventional directing and acting; Stone tried to keep his actors sizzling, 
improvising, open. Yet even without these interviews, we could know that this work 
blends design with spontaneity, just as the story blends action with the media’s 
spontaneous gobbling of it. Each figurative note of the film is an implicit chord, just as 
each moment of our consciousness is more than what we see or say immediately. Each 
screen moment dramatises Stone’s feverish struggle to mine every possible visual 
reference and connection—planned or extemporaneous—before he is forced to move on 
to the next shot. 
But is any movie worth the life of anyone, especially of a teenager? The 
question, asked back in 1999 even as it is being asked two decades later, is at the level 
of a game of “Truth or Consequences”. A more useful question is whether we want to 
restrict the cultural fullness of film that those teenagers will see after they mature. In our 
eagerness to change the conditions in which teenagers are stuffed with garbage, it would 
be easy to maim the possibilities for serious work intended for the mature audience—
possibilities that are slim enough anyway. A moment such as Columbine, as well as 
comparable events that have smitten us since, hence carries some danger of 
overcompensation. The response to potential censors need not be (as it was in 1999) that 
Natural Born Killers is just a satire. The film is much closer to free-flying fantasy—on 
grave themes—than to satire. And the ultimate element that distinguishes the film from 
satire is the position of its very own director. Stone doesn’t hold Mickey and Mallory at 
arm’s length, looking down at them; he moves with them, fantasticates with them, rages 
with them. Oliver Stone himself, we feel, is one of the creatures in this world cut from 
Gustave Doré by way of Dante Alighieri. 
For me, in any event, ours would be a poorer film world if, among his other 
rightly troubling pictures (e.g., The Doors 1991, JFK 1991), Stone had not made 
Natural Born Killers. He understands that the Ur-murderer Cain dwells right among us, 
within us, is only too easily stirred, and, when loosed nowadays, becomes a glamorous 
star. An artist who hates Cain’s stardom as a corruption, who can slash it open with the 
blackest possible humour, is himself not a corrupter.  
 
 
The Hired Hand 
 
A little over fifteen years ago, I had a sobering aesthetic experience but not a 
novel one. In May of 2002 New York had its first TriBeCa Film Festival, a weekend in 
which more than one hundred fifty pictures were shown, most of them new and some of 
them shorts. There were a few revivals, among which was a restored print of The Hired 
Hand. This exceptional film was released in 1971 in fifty-two theatres, as compared 
with the two thousand-plus theatres in which most Hollywood pictures opened at the 
time. After two dismal box-office weeks, it was withdrawn and, despite its success in 
Europe, disappeared. With the help of the Martin Scorsese Foundation and others, the 
negative was recovered and, in 2001, an excellent print was made.  
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This second viewing reinforced and expanded my opinion of it. The Hired Hand, 
a western, is, unostentatiously, a work of mythopoesis. The hero, played by Peter 
Fonda, is riding west to California with another man—a close friend and fellow 
wanderer—and a young fellow. Fonda had abandoned his wife and child seven years 
ago because he wanted to break free. The young fellow is killed. Fonda sickens of his 
western quest—which amounted to little more than roaming from town to town—and 
goes back to his farm, accompanied by his friend (the redoubtable Warren Oates). He 
offers to make amends by working on the family farmstead as a hired hand. The film 
then deals with the way he is treated by his staunch, weathered wife (Verna Bloom), 
who does not weep into his arms but treats him in the manner of the independent person 
she is now. She makes him become her husband again.  
Despite appearances, The Hired Hand is a real western, replete with western 
violence when the Fonda character ultimately has to choose between responsibility to 
his blood relatives and the obligation to aid his friend-in-need. What underlies Fonda’s 
role is the transformation of the frontier imperative, the Frederick Jackson Turner belief 
in the frontier as the great American catalyst. Here the “free” male, recognising the 
solipsistic quality of his behaviour, returns to responsibility—and a changed era. 
Maleness is now synonymous, not with physical adventure, but with inner maturity. 
(Indeed, in an article in Esquire from March of 1984, Fonda himself was quoted as 
calling The Hired Hand “the first feminist western” [218].) 
I remembered this idea in the film, but another important element had been 
underprized by me: the characterisation of the wife. When the returned husband hears 
gossip about her sexual behaviour during his absence and confronts her with that gossip, 
she denies nothing. In a response that may have been startling even as late as 1971, she 
affirms her right to live as she pleased, to bed whomever she wanted, when she was left 
alone—forever, as she thought. Solely responsible for her life, she has lived it as she 
chose. Part of the transformation of the “western” pattern in her husband is his 
acceptance of this view, and his acceptance rests on Bloom’s admirable, quiet selfhood 
in her role.  
The screenplay is by Alan Sharp; the director was Fonda himself (convincing in 
this job as in his performance); the cinematographer was Vilmos Zsigmond; the editor 
was Frank Mazzola. They all collaborated to pitch this film in the sheer elements of 
earth and water and sun. The editing is enriched with cross-fades and superimpositions 
that help to transmute the narrative into myth. Fonda was at the TriBeCa screening, as 
were Bloom and Mazzola, and all three of them said, with considerable justice, that 
their film was ahead of its time. Perhaps some sensible distributor will release it again. 
Anyway, this restored version is now on DVD.  
But my gratitude for this second viewing of The Hired Hand was tinged with 
melancholy. How quickly, I thought, the film world—with disregard of merit and 
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Are we willing to disinherit the future, to deprive it of what the twentieth century 
achieved in the most important new art form of that century? In the case of the four 
Anglo-European restorations discussed in this essay, the answer, happily, is “no”. The 
restored films (reissued between 1997 and 2000), in this instance, are David Lean’s 
Lawrence of Arabia, Federico Fellini’s The Nights of Cabiria, Jean Renoir’s Grand 
Illusion, and Richard Lester’s A Hard Day’s Night. 
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Preservation has been a prime word in the world’s lexicon for some time now. 
Belatedly, attention is finally being paid to the desolation of natural and man-made 
wonders: forests, rivers, cities. In our time the title of Thomas Otway’s tragic drama 
Venice Preserved (1682) thus takes on another meaning.  
I read years ago that in the Library of Congress, the largest library in the world, 
books were crumbling into dust at a rate of more than 200 volumes a day and that 
preservation plans were in hand. A word, please, for films. Here is a blunt shocker from 
a 1990 (that’s not a typo) issue of Daily Variety: 
 
Half of all films made in the U.S. before the 1950 introduction of acetate 
safety film have already been lost forever, and the remaining nitrate footage . . . 
is inexorably decaying and must be transferred to safety stock (at $1-2 per foot) 
as soon as possible. (McBride [April 17, 1990]: 12) 
 
For a notion of the expense, the film archive at the University of California, Los 
Angeles, at the time had twenty-five million feet of nitrate film; all the U.S. archives are 
estimated to have had a total of 100 million feet. And while we were waiting, films 
were turning into dust, if they were not—as nitrate film can do—spontaneously 
combusting. 
For those who may shrug at the loss of bygone Saturday-afternoon serials and 
soppy romances, a question. How many of the Library of Congress’s millions of 
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volumes are first-class literature or scholarship? Who would like the job of deciding 
which volumes in that library should be allowed to disappear? Which is to say, who will 
volunteer to dispose of which portions of humanity’s past? For film, the subject is both 
the same and somewhat different. The differences are two. First, film as a medium is 
predominantly American—in the development of its technology and, even more 
distinctly, of its mythology. American responsibility for preservation ought therefore to 
lead. Second, there’s a special bitterness in the fact that the film past is not remote; it 
almost all occurred in the twentieth century. Yet more than one film historian has said 
that it is easier to get materials for the study of ancient times than for the earliest days of 
film. 
When he was the director of the UCLA Film & Television Archives, Robert 
Rosen said that some help came to him from some studios but that none did enough. 
UCLA has the second-largest holdings of feature films after the Library of Congress 
(where a copy of every film is deposited for copyright purposes), and UCLA opinion 
ought to be given special weight because out of that archive have come the restoration 
and reconstitution of a number of significant films. Orson Welles’s Macbeth (1948) was 
changed from a quasi-joke to a powerful and important film through the restoration by 
Robert Gitt of UCLA. 
Now for some encouragements. Paramount Pictures has long since completed 
two air-conditioned storage facilities for its films, one in Pennsylvania and one on the 
studio lot, and has continued to strike new prints of hundreds of its titles. The Film 
Foundation, a group dedicated to American film preservation, was formed in 1990 by 
eight well-known filmmakers: Martin Scorsese, who is the president, Woody Allen, 
Francis Ford Coppola, Stanley Kubrick (d. 1999), George Lucas, Sydney Pollack (d. 
2008), and Robert Redford, together with an advisory council of archivists. Scorsese 
said that “a major impetus for the foundation . . . was the discovery that the original 
negative no longer exists for even a modern classic such as Kubrick’s 1964 film Dr. 
Strangelove” (McBride [May, 2, 1990]: 1). The goal (achieved) was to raise at least $30 
million for film preservation. Universal promised one million dollars a year to the 
foundation for lab costs in restoring fifty of its own films, and messages of support 
came from other studios. 
In my view, preservation is a much more urgent cause than the campaign against 
colourisation. Colourisation is a disgrace, but it doesn’t destroy the originals. I hope that 
all those who were so outraged by the colouring of films for television—but who had 
rarely said a word about the previous cutting, interruptions, or frame-size alterations for 
TV—have been at least as active in the new campaign. The situation is not notably 
better abroad. Fire has already done some devastation there. In 1980 one of the 
warehouses of the Cinémathèque Française in Paris was destroyed in a few minutes. In 
1981 the entire collection in the Mexico City archive was quickly incinerated, and a 
year later the same disaster struck the Koblenz archive in West Germany. In 1989, 
accordingly, the Royal Belgian Film Archive published a brochure called Films in 
Distress, written by Lenny Borger, an American on the Variety staff in Paris. He noted 
that, as a result of the fires in Paris and Mexico City in the 1980s, consciousness had 
been raised considerably about the preservation crisis (he cited the efforts of the 
American Film Institute), but he added that only “a few film-producing and -archiving 
nations such as Sweden and the Eastern bloc countries . . . can today boast of having 
nearly completed their nitrate to acetate transfer programme”. 
Elsewhere Borger raises another important question—one that literary scholars 
would call textual integrity. Example: Renoir’s The Rules of the Game. Scenes were 
excised, by Renoir himself, after the stormy premiere in 1939. The original 105-minute 
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negative was destroyed in an air raid on the Renault car factories near the Billancourt 
Studios in 1941; but after the war the original version was pieced together from various 
sources. A dupe negative of this restored version was then lost in a lab fire in the 1970s. 
There remained a second dupe negative of the postwar restoration, which has been used 
for recent prints. But this second dupe is photographically inferior, markedly so. The 
Belgian archive has a fine print made from the good (now lost) first negative of the 
restored film, and unless all present prints are taken out of circulation and all future 
prints are derived from the Belgian print, filmgoers will forever see a version of a 
masterpiece that is twice removed photographically from the original. 
This tortuous history is only one instance. In 1988 at the Jerusalem Film Festival 
I saw a beautiful, reconstituted print of Dreyer’s much-lacerated Passion of Joan of Arc 
(1928), prepared by the Cinémathèque Française. It had cost the Cinémathèque years of 
research and considerable money to bring just one film to the state that all films ought 
to enjoy. No computer printout is needed about the funds required to assure the integrity 
and sheer physical safety of the world’s film heritage, alongside those of every other 
artistic, intellectual, and humane activity. The practical question, then, is: amid so many 
rightful demands on public—and private—money, how far down on the list should the 
preservation and restoration of films be placed? I hope that those who control purse 
strings will consider what films have meant to them and can mean to later generations. 
Are we willing to disinherit the future, to deprive it of what the twentieth century 
achieved in the most important new art form of that century? 
In the case of the four Anglo-European restorations discussed below, the answer, 
happily, is “no”. 
 
 
Lawrence of Arabia 
 
David Lean’s Lawrence of Arabia (1962) was re-released in 1997 by Columbia 
in a new print, and I went to see the film again. Admittedly, it still doesn’t take a lot to 
get me to Lawrence again on a big screen, but the re-release twenty-two years ago left 
me craving this work’s sheer voluptuousness. Lawrence is even more clearly what it 
was than when I had previously seen it, in 1989. Every fine element in it shines more 
brilliantly—the acting, the dialogue, the editing, the cinematography—and the film’s 
flaws are thus even more regrettable. Maurice Jarre’s score, for example, relies much 
too confidently on the one familiar theme, broad and much more Opéra comique than 
Arabic.  
The structure of Part Two, after the capture of Aqaba, itself is a series of 
adventures instead of a cumulative line. Images get repeated (desert attacks, train 
explosions); and Lawrence’s declarations of his ordinariness, together with its opposite, 
slip from complexity into muddle. We’re left at the end with the feeling that Part Two 
of this 222-minute film, despite occasional inventive bursts, is the price that Lean and 
his colleagues had to pay in order to make Part One. That first part is crammed with 
excitements of every kind, adventures in colour and composition, in the unfurling of 
vastness—a plunge into primal simplicities at the start of the onrushing twentieth 
century. But the story had in some measure or manner to be finished off, so we journey 
through Part Two in the same gifted hands but with less sense of artistic adventure. 
Still, what rewards! I know of no film, excepting some of John Ford’s westerns, 
that so successfully integrates its physicality with its drama. And, in 1997, I saw once 
again why Lawrence of Arabia seems more spacious than all the dozens of cleverly 
made epics in outer space. The reason is that there is no space in outer space—for 
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human beings. People in space are like submarine crews. The ocean is immense, but the 
submariners are prisoners; the immensity of the sea is not a direct part of their 
experience. So, like astronauts, they float or slide past one another in their tubes. Not so 
in Lawrence. Lawrence luxuriates in the tremendous.  
And some of the appeal of Lawrence of Arabia is the exploit of making it. Those 
space epics are for the most part done in labs and studios. The story of the making of 
Lawrence in Jordan and Morocco and Spain is implicit in the film itself. (For 
fascinating details, see Kevin Brownlow’s 1996 book David Lean.) Obviously, physical 
and logistical difficulties don’t guarantee a film’s quality. Countless bloated and vapid 
pictures have been made under such difficulties; but they only seem a waste of time and 
money. With Lawrence we get the sensation—fanciful, but what of it?—that what we 
are seeing on screen is the success of a long struggle. Even at the close of the serpentine 
Part Two, we seem to share a sense of triumph with the film’s makers.  
In the summer of 1997, at the Lincoln Center Festival in New York, I happened 
to see a Romanian production of Aeschylus’s The Suppliants (470 B.C.) that, most of 
the time, had more than 100 actors on stage. I wasn’t much moved by the production, as 
it happens, but I lolled in its size. I kept relishing the scope of the enterprise, thinking 
that we’re not going to get many chances in the American theatre, foreseeably, to see 
such lavishness, not even in musicals. (Which, again obviously, is not to say that small 
casts equal thinness. Not with Pinter and Mamet at hand, which they both were at the 
time.) It was something of the same hunger, in another art, that took me again to 
Lawrence of Arabia 1997 (and since, then, too). Remarkably, this sort of hunger already 
had a touch of nostalgia about it back then—one that had increased exponentially over 
the past two decades. 
 
 
The Nights of Cabiria 
 
The Nights of Cabiria, made in 1957 by Federico Fellini, was re-released in 
1998 in a new, fully restored print. It was fascinating then and it is fascinating now. Part 
of the fascination is in seeing how much of it is intrinsic, untarnished gold; and, as with 
most earlier works of masters, part of it now is in seeing the hints of the Fellini to come. 
It’s generally thought—rightly, I’d say—that Fellini’s career is schizoid, the first part 
(which includes Cabiria) neorealist, the second baroque, as his concentration moved 
from needy people to wealthy ones. But seeing Cabiria again suggests that, within the 
sombre neorealist, there was a satirical maker of splendid swirl waiting to burst out. 
Cabiria is a Roman prostitute in the early 1950s. (A fact I haven’t often, if ever, 
seen noted: Cabiria is not her real name, just one that she adopted for trade reasons. 
Cabiria was the title of a 1914 Italian film epic, directed by Giovanni Pastrone: a 
popular costume drama about a slave-girl of that name.) Fellini’s film may have been 
made during the flood of postwar Italian neorealism, but it is not a naturalistic study à la 
Pier Paolo Pasolini (though Pasolini did some uncredited work on the screenplay). We 
know very soon what Cabiria’s profession is, and we see her on her favourite street 
along with other hookers, chatting and squabbling; but we never see her dealing 
sexually with anyone, and, most important, we don’t get any psycho-sociological study 
of the reasons for her turn to prostitution.  
Nor have Fellini and his credited collaborators, Ennio Flaiano and Tullio Pinelli, 
written a cumulative drama. The film consists of five episodes, like passages in a 
morality play, in which Cabiria goes from humiliation through several kinds of 
exaltation back to humiliation again, with a different result the last time. After the first 
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episode she is infuriated; after the final one she is, in a certain sense, purged. Thus this 
account of a prostitute’s life is essentially a passion in the spiritual mode, with much 
along the way—a visit to a shrine, an encounter with a nutty friar, another with a true 
Christian offering gifts to the homeless—to counterpoint the theme. Here, and all 
through his career, Fellini thus makes the most of the fact that he lives in a country 
where his religion provides him with cinematic décor. The procession of nuns in The 
Nights of Cabiria is like religious processions in others of his films. (Another of his 
passions, the music hall, seen earlier in Variety Lights 1950 and later, more elegantly, 
in 8½ 1963, is the setting for one whole episode.)  
Retrospectively, we can now see evidence of the stylistic Fellini to come. The 
very first sequence is of people moving and the camera moving with them (out of 
impatience, exuberance, or identification with them, all three at the same time), as clear 
a hallmark of Fellini as any. That sequence is mostly in long shot. The place is what 
were then the fairly empty outskirts of Rome. A young man and woman then burst out 
of a scrubby field, where presumably they have been making love—Cabiria and a 
boyfriend, we learn. They run and tease along like any two lovers, laughing and kissing, 
until they reach the banks of the Tiber, with the city across the way. Suddenly the young 
man grabs Cabiria’s pocketbook and pushes her into the river. The tenor and surprise of 
the sequence, plus its integral motion, signal the quality of Fellini’s vision—in cinema 
and in subject.  
My one big trouble with this film was and still is Giulietta Masina as Cabiria. 
She is petite and perky, but her acting is a series of poses and assumptions—what actors 
call “indicating”. “Now I’m being winsome”, she seems to say; “now I’m being 
plucky”. She adopts these attitudes like illustrations in a nineteenth-century textbook of 
acting. If she were a candid, truthful actress, then the last scene, in which a betrayed and 
penniless Cabiria is walking back to Rome amid a group of singing youngsters, would 
be transfixing. As is, all we can see is what it might have been. Masina’s mechanics are 
hardly a small flaw; still, Fellini’s genius is sufficient to compensate for them and to 





Still a blessing: Jean Renoir’s Grand Illusion (1937) was restored in 1999, 
freshly printed, and freshly subtitled. I enter once again my old demurral about the title. 
It’s a mistranslation: the French original, La Grande illusion, means The Big Illusion 
(even The Big Lie), without the romantic melancholy of the English title. But for the 
huge favour of this restoration let us be grateful.  
The camera negative, the original film that rolled through the camera when 
Renoir was shooting, had a wartime journey. The occupying Germans sent it from Paris 
to Berlin; the Soviets took it over along with their sector of Berlin; La Grande illusion 
then went to Moscow; and it was brought back to France as part of a film exchange with 
the U.S.S.R. Only in the 1990s was the Renoir negative discovered amidst some other 
material. And now we have this print.  
As far as I can judge—and I hope I live another year for every time I’ve seen 
this film—very little has been added that we hadn’t seen before. But the print is fresh, 
clean, nicely graded in its range of blacks and greys. At least equally important are the 
new subtitles—by Lenny Borger, an American who has lived in Paris for some time. 
The former subtitles were inadequate, most notably in the dialogue of the P.O.W. who 
is a former vaudevillian and who speaks in puns and snatches of song. Borger comes as 
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close as is imaginable to rendering his chatter in English. And all of the dialogue seems 
cleaner, more pointed. Difficulties—like an untranslatable exchange about the use of the 
formal “vous” and the informal “tu”—have been overcome.  
I can’t comment yet again on this magnificent work (see my essay “Period 
Piece, Peace Picture: La Grande illusion Reconsidered” in the Works Cited) except to 
say that its account of French prisoners in German hands during World War I seemed 
even more soaringly elegiac in 1999, and with each passing decade the elegy grows. 
Here’s one reason why: in his book about his father (the painter), Renoir says that when 
he and his brother were children, his parents often went to the theatre, leaving them in 
the care of a neighbour. Nevertheless, his parents would jump into a cab at intermission 
and rush home for a few minutes to make sure the children were all right. A child who 
has known a home like that must grow up to inevitable disappointments, but has some 
security against them. For the characters in La Grande illusion, their figurative 
parents—the traditions and ideals of the past—will not be back at intermission; they 
will never be back. The film is a farewell to their memory and the acceptance, however 
sad, of a world without them.  
 
 
A Hard Day’s Night 
 
In the fall of 2000, I mentioned the Beatles in a university class and the students, 
in their late teens and early twenties, said, “Who?” Shortness of memory is a given, 
nowadays more than ever, but I was puzzled at the time that the mothers of these 
students had never mentioned the objects of their own adolescent shriekings and 
swoonings. Anyway, the problem was wonderfully solved in December of that same 
year. The Beatles’ first feature, A Hard Day’s Night, made in 1964, was re-released in a 
crisp new print with the soundtrack refurbished.  
What a holiday gift that was back then—a film in which life itself is a holiday. 
How many such films are there, ones that exist through and in high spirits? A few by 
the now-forgotten Philippe de Broca: The Joker (1960), Five-Day Lover (1961), That 
Man from Rio (1964); a few by the director of A Hard Day’s Night, Richard Lester, 
including another Beatles film; and some pictures from the American 1930s. Of course 
there are more, but sheer zaniness—as distinct from comedy, even slapstick—is rare in 
the cinema. None of this kind that I can remember surpasses A Hard Day’s Night.  
The strangest reaction I had upon seeing the film again was the feeling of youth. 
I certainly was young when it came out, but seeing it again made me feel that I was 
recapturing my youth. This revisit was at the Film Forum in New York, and I was at 
first surprised by the number of grey heads in the crowded theatre. Later I understood: 
they had come to worship at the Fountain of Youth, on celluloid. When the (at the time) 
thirty-six-year-old picture finished, the audience (including me) applauded. The picture 
remains a joy: the Beatles were and remain endearingly brash, four Pucks with 
irresistible songs.  
The story—by Alun Owen—is simple, so the film doesn’t have to creep into 
crannies of plot; it can just let the Beatles misbehave and sing. They take a train to 
London to do a television show, cavort on the train, in and out of the TV studio, drive 
practically everyone mad—except girls who are otherwise maddened—do their show, 
then airily move on. The dialogue is sassy. On the train they tease and irritate a stuffy 
middle-aged gent, who bursts out, “I fought the war for you lot”. A Beatle responds: “I 
bet you’re sorry you won”. Throughout, the four of them seem rarely to walk; they often 
hardly seem to touch the ground. Lester includes sequences that have nothing to do with 
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anything except a release of the Beatles’ disdain for order—like an overhead shot of 
their impromptu gambolling in an empty city lot. All through the picture they seem to 
be saying that they have plenty of time left in which to be grow up; meanwhile . . . 
The one sad note is not in the film itself but is connected with it. (I don’t mean 
John Lennon’s fate.) What happened to Richard Lester? His first short, The Running, 
Jumping, and Standing Still Film, from 1959, pirouetted with exactly the intelligent 
wackiness that made him the ideal Beatles director. After A Hard Day’s Night came the 
second Beatles opus, Help! (1965), then The Knack (1965), A Funny Thing Happened 
on the Way to the Forum (1966), and the most bitterly Brechtian comedy I have ever 
seen on film, How I Won the War (1967). After that, the exquisitely made Petulia 
(1968). But then a series of pictures that, for all their good touches, seemed like jobs he 
was grateful to get.  
Now eight-eight, Lester has done nothing at all since 1991, when he made Get 
Back, a concert film that documents the Paul McCartney World Tour of 1989-1990. He 
could not have stayed Beatles-fresh all his life (they didn’t, either), but seeing the gifted 
Hard Day’s Night again is a reminder of gifts unfulfilled—and now, alas, too dormant 
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